Below are some of the slides we would normally talk about at the exam.

**Comfort is our priority** –

A view of our ward and some of the accommodations.

Notice the silver air ducts – that increases our air flow to help avoid upper resp. infections.

**Some of the kitty condos** –

A close up of some of the cubby holes to keep them comfy.

**Isolation room = exercise room** -

We have room for kitties to roam around if they need places to run.

**Nurses Station** –

For radiation safety and cat comfort we use glass walls. In our nurses station we have cubbies for any food and items. We also have a ton of toys and bedding to supplement.

**Thyroid Scans** -

These two slides show how we do the thyroid scans and what thyroid scans look like. So we can show you what I am looking at to help me decide the dose of Radioactive Iodine.

**Discharge** -

A picture of the Geiger counter. We use this to monitor the kitty before we allow them to go home on Saturday morning.
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